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Abstract. Scanner data mean electronic transaction data that specify product prices and their 
expenditures obtained from supermarkets’ IT systems by scanning bar codes (i.e. GTIN or SKU). 
Scanner data are a relatively new and cheap data source for the calculation of the Consumer 
Price Index (CPI) and the biggest advantage of scanner data is the full product information 
they provide already at the lowest level of aggregation. Thus, the digitization of the public sector 
becomes not only something that is needed but an actual necessity resulting from organisational 
and economic premises (e.g.: reduction of costs or time related to obtaining data). One of main 
challenges while using scanner data is the choice of the right price index. The list of potential price 
indices, which could be used in the scanner data case, is quite wide, i.e. bilateral and multilateral 
indices are used in practice. One of the most important criterion in selecting index formula for 
scanner data case is the potential reduction of the chain drift bias. The chain drift occurs if the 
index differs from unity when prices and quantities revert back to their base level. In the paper 
we present situations on the market leading to the serious chain drift bias. Our main hypothesis is 
that lagging consumers’ reaction to price changes is the cause of the chain drift effect. Moreover, 
the article is an attempt to answer the question whether the correlation of prices and quantities 
may have an influence on the scale and sign of the bias of the measurement of price dynamics. 
The study focuses also on the scale of over- and underestimation the target full-window multi-
lateral indices by their corresponding splicing extensions. Finally, the paper verifies a hypothesis 
that the identity test is a key property in reducing chain drift bias. In order to verify the above 
research problems, both empirical and simulation studies were carried out. Our main result is the 
confirmation of earlier suspicions that delayed consumer response and price-quantity correlation 
are determinants of chain drift bias.
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Introduction

Technological changes affect the functioning of various sectors of the economy. Digitisation, 
together with digitalisation, are starting to have an increasing impact on the day-to-day 
functioning of not only the private sector but also the public sector (Małkowska et al., 2021). 
In the case of the latter, it is no longer just about e-government, the purpose of which is to 
provide various stakeholders with public services by electronic means. The public sector must 
keep up with modern IT solutions and demonstrate that it is innovative in order to respond 
to the needs and expectations of the modern information society. Therefore, also official sta-
tistics is changing its face. Providing citizens with universal access to regularly/periodically 
updated data banks is not the only challenge faced by official statistics. It becomes necessary 
to use tools that allow for the creation of a huge volume of data, enabling significant auto-
mation of the process of collecting data with a relatively low cost of obtaining information 
(Andronie et al., 2021; Dijmărescu et al., 2022). Bearing in mind that digitisation is a series of 
activities of converting previously analogue resources into digital equivalents, the transition 
from traditionally collected data to scanner data in the measurement of inflation is an excel-
lent example of digitisation in the public sector. In addition, changes in the measurement 
of inflation are not just current challenges faced by official statistics but also a key issue in 
assessing the macroeconomic stability of individual European and world economies (Roszko-
Wójtowicz & Grzelak, 2020).

Scanner data mean transaction data that specify turnover and numbers of items sold by 
barcodes, e.g. GTIN, formerly known as the EAN code (International Labour Office, 2004). 
These data are a quite new data source for statistical agencies and the availability of electronic 
sales data for the calculation of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) has increased over the past 
20 years. They can be obtained from a wide variety of retailers (supermarkets, home electron-
ics, Internet shops, etc.). Scanner data have numerous advantages compared to traditional 
survey data collection because such data sets are much bigger and cheaper than traditional 
ones and they contain complete transaction information, i.e. information about prices and 
quantities. Scanner data sets have huge volume and may provide some additional information 
about products (such as the following attributes: size, grammage, sale unit, colour, package 
quantity, etc.). These attributes may be useful in aggregating items into homogeneous groups. 
Nevertheless, there are lots of challenges while using these data. In the era of a pandemic, 
when the field work of the interviewers was significantly limited, scanner data allowed for the 
supplementation of the missing data. With the restrictions in movement and numerous cases 
of COVID-19, the data from supermarkets proved to be an important source of information 
concerning the prices and quantity of goods purchased by Poles. A wider use of scanner data 
in the assessment of inflation leads to the improvement of the data collection process and a 
better reflection of changes that occur in consumer behaviour. In the long-term perspective, 
the digital transformation of official statistics also contributes to the improvement of democ-
ratisation and leads to the development of the information society.

The first challenge connected with scanner data concerns item codes. The following codes 
may be used: global trade article number GTIN, price look-up (PLU) and stock-keeping units 
(SKUs). The next challenge is detecting items which were returned within the given period 
after the purchase. Since typically, 10000–25000 item codes are used in the supermarket, 
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a huge challenge is to create the appropriate, preferably automatic (or at least almost fully 
automatic) IT system which is able to go through with the above-mentioned detections and 
which takes into consideration seasonal goods, replacements, as well as disappearing and 
appearing item codes in the sample. Finally, one of new challenges connected with scanner 
data is the choice of the index formula which should be able to reduce the chain drift bias 
and the substitution bias (Białek, 2020; Chessa, 2015; Chessa et al., 2017). The chain drift 
problem arises when all prices and quantities in the current period return to the value of 
the base period but the price index differs from unity (International Labour Office, 2004). It 
seems to be natural that the chain drift effect concerns mainly seasonal products.

This paper focuses on the above-mentioned chain drift issue. Based on the literature re-
view and practical experiences, the Authors formulate the following research question: What 
are the potential causes of the chain drift effect (not only in relations to chain indices)? The 
aim of the paper is to investigate the phenomenon of chain drift accompanying weighted 
chain indices and spliced multilateral indices. In particular, the specific objectives are: (a) to 
investigate whether and how a delayed consumer response to price changes affects the scale 
of chain drift bias; (b) to check whether the direction of the correlation between prices and 
quantities may also influence the sign of the index bias due to chain drift. A derivative goal, 
resulting from the emergence of new multilateral index formulas in the literature, is to check 
whether the group of multilateral indices meeting the so-called identity test is less prone to 
chain drift bias than the remaining index group. The paper verifies our main hypothesis that 
chain drift bias is primarily dependent on the scale of delay in consumer response to changes 
in product prices and the direction of the correlation between product prices and quantities. 
The paper consists of an introduction, five sections proper and a conclusion, which includes 
a description of planned future research. Section 1 is a literature review. The Authors thor-
oughly discuss there the problem of chain drift in the context of different classes of price 
indices. In the Section 2 data sources and sources for computer scripts are presented. Section 
3 consists of two separate subsections. Paragraph 3.1 indicates potential reasons of the chain 
drift effect while using chain indices and paragraph 3.2 indicates main sources of chain 
drift bias while extending multilateral indices by using splicing methods. Section 4 presents 
an empirical study and a discussion of results. We examine here the scale of over- and un-
derestimation of the target full-window multilateral indices by their corresponding splicing 
extensions. The last section lists the most important conclusions of the research carried out.

1. Literature review – price indices and chain drift problem

In the case of traditional data collection, where interviewers collect information about prices 
from the field and the consumption level is evaluated via household budget surveys, statisti-
cal agencies use bilateral index numbers (von der Lippe, 2007; Białek & Roszko-Wójtowicz, 
2021). Nevertheless, the dynamics of scanner data does not seem to be correctly reflected 
by these types of indices. One way to deal with a problem with huge product churn is to 
choose chained indices where the base period is updated frequently and the resulting bilateral 
indices are chain-linked. However, it can be shown (Chessa, 2015) that frequently chained 
weighted indices lead to chain drift bias. The chain drift can be formalised in terms of the 
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violation of the multi period identity test. The above-mentioned test states, that when all 
prices and quantities in a current period return to their values from the base period, then 
the index should equal one. Even chained superlative indices, such as the chain Fisher or 
Törnqvist index, may suffer from the chain drift problem (Chessa, 2015). On the other hand, 
the use of some chained unweighted index formulas (e.g. the chain Jevons or Dutot index), 
which are free from the chain drift problem, does not take into account different levels of 
consumption of individual products in the analysed periods. Nevertheless, the use of the 
chain Jevons index seems to be justified within the so-called dynamic approach, where the 
sample is selected by applying appropriate data filters, e.g. extreme price filter or low sales 
filter (van Loon & Roels, 2018). For some discussion of the scale of the chain drift effect and 
its potential source when using chain indices, see Sections 3.1 and 4.

The multilateral price index is calculated for a given time window consisting of T + 1 
consecutive months, which we number 0, 1, 2, ..., T (typically T = 12). Multilateral indices 
use all prices and quantities of individual products, which are available in a set time window. 
Multilateral indices are transitive (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016), which eliminates 
the chain drift problem. Although Ivancic et al. (2011) postulated that the use of multilateral 
indices can solve the chain drift problem, most statistical offices using scanner data still com-
pute the monthly chained Jevons index (Chessa et al., 2017). However, many countries are ex-
perimenting with multilateral indexes and even implementing them into regular price index 
production. (Australian Bureau of Statistics (2016), Griffioen and ten Bosch (2016), Krsinich 
(2014), Inklaar and Diewert (2016), Chessa (2016, 2019); Chessa et al. (2017), Lamboray 
(2017), Guerreiro et al. (2018), Diewert and Fox (2018), Białek and Bobel (2019), as well as 
de Haan et al. (2021)). Unfortunately, chain drift problem returns when we want to update 
the multilateral index value after acquiring data for the new month. In this paper, we consider 
commonly used rolling-window updating methods which shift the estimation window (often 
13 months) forward each month and then splice the new indices onto the existing time series. 
As it was shown (Chessa et al., 2017), splicing methods lead to the chain drift bias but still 
an open problem in the context of chain drift bias generation seems to be the choice of the 
time window length and the splicing method (see our discussions in Sections 3.2 and 4).

Following the identity test (International Labour Office, 2004; von der Lippe, 2007), it 
should be observed that even when only prices revert to their base values and quantities do 
not, the index becomes one. This test is more restrictive than the requirement about lack 
of chain drift and that is why statisticians are not unanimous on the need to include this 
test. Nevertheless, it is often mentioned among the axioms regarding multilateral indices 
(Eurostat, 2020; Zhang et al., 2019). A natural question arises as to whether a class of mul-
tilateral price indexes that satisfy the identity test (e.g. the GEKS-L, GEKS-GL, GEKS-AQU 
or GEKS-AQI indices – for more details see Białek (2022a) or Białek (2022b) – is less prone 
to chain drift when splicing methods are used (Section 4).

The chain drift effect, which occurs while using weighted chain indices, is well document-
ed in the literature. The results of works dealing with this subject, however are not always 
unanimous. For instance, Feenstra and Shapiro (2003) examine scanner data on canned 
tuna and find that the chain Törnqvist price index (Törnqvist, 1936) leads to upward chain 
drift caused by sales. In the paper by de Haan (2008), the same price index formula is used 
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but the author, studying data on detergents, finds that sales lead to downward bias. Several 
studies of scanner data (de Haan, 2008; de Haan & van der Grient, 2011) show that pendular 
quantities cause downward chain drift. In the paper by Feenstra and Shapiro (2003) a delayed 
quantity reaction to price reduction is considered (“sticky quantities”). In the above-men-
tioned paper it is demonstrated that the upward chain drift resulting from sticky quantities 
dominates the downward chain drift arising from pendular quantities. An interesting study 
on “unconventional” consumer behaviour, such as stocking and delayed quantity responses 
to price changes, and its impact on chain drift bias can be found in the paper by von Auer 
(2019). The contribution of this article consists in the following: a) the impact of the scale of 
the delay in consumer response to price changes at the level of chain drift bias is analysed; 
b) it has been shown that the sign of the correlation between product prices and quantities 
may affect the sign of the index bias due to chain drift; c) the study included completely new 
multilateral formulas that meet the identity test.

2. Materials and methods

Before the research problem is implemented in an empirical and simulation study (Section 
3 and Section 4), data sources and sources for computer scripts that were used in the work 
will be indicated. Let us first note that the simulation and empirical research was carried out 
in the R environment with open access (R Core Team, 2019). In particular, the original R 
script, which is done for analysis of the Divisia price index (see Section 3.1.1), is available at: 
https://github.com/JacekBialek/important_documents/blob/main/TEDE_2022_Divisia.Rmd.

The above-mentioned script considers three artificial products sold in the unit time in-
terval and it is assumed that prices and quantities are periodic processes over time.

The R script that performs chain drift bias estimation for chain indexes and window 
splice methods is available at: https://github.com/JacekBialek/important_documents/blob/
main/TEDE_2022_distances.Rmd.

The above-mentioned script generates an artificial scanner data set containing transac-
tions of ten products sold in the period December 2019 – December 2021, and it considers 
two cases: Case 1 (negative correlations between prices and quantities) and Case 2 (positive 
correlations between prices and quantities). The user can control the level of delay in the 
reaction of consumers to price changes (delta parameter). The script compares first the chain 
Jevons and chain Fisher indices with the target GEKS price index (see Section 3.1.2) and 
then the script performs an analogical comparison for splice GEKS indices (see Section 3.2).

Whenever scanner data are filtered and multilateral indexes are determined, scripts 
written in the R environment use the PriceIndices R package (see Białek (2021a) or Białek 
(2021b)), which is available on the CRAN (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/PriceIn-
dices/index.html) and GitHub (https://github.com/JacekBialek/PriceIndices) servers.

In the case of the real scanner data used in the conducted empirical study (see Section 4), 
the authors did not receive permission to make them available from the data owner (Statistics 
Poland).

Likewise, the retailer transferring this data also refused to do so.

https://github.com/JacekBialek/important_documents/blob/main/TEDE_2022_Divisia.Rmd
https://github.com/JacekBialek/important_documents/blob/main/TEDE_2022_distances.Rmd
https://github.com/JacekBialek/important_documents/blob/main/TEDE_2022_distances.Rmd
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/PriceIndices/index.html
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/PriceIndices/index.html
https://github.com/JacekBialek/PriceIndices
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3. Results of preliminary simulation studies

3.1. Chaining as a generator of chain drift

In the “direct” approach, while measuring price dynamics on the time interval [0, t], the 
resulting price index P0,t depends only on prices and quantities from the base period 0 and 
the current period t. In other words, for a given set of matched products G0,t and for a given 
set of prices 0

0,{( , ) : }t
i i tp p i G∈  and quantities of products 0

0,{( , ) : }t
i i tq q i G∈ , the direct (or 

bilateral) price index is a function of prices and quantities from the base and current period, 
i.e. 0, 0, 0 0( , , , )t t t tP P p p q q= . 

The idea of chain indices is that a longer interval is partitioned into a subset of smaller 
intervals on which bilateral indices are calculated and subsequently combined (chained). In 
other words, a chain index measures the cumulative effect of successive intervals from 0 to 
1, 1 to 2, ..., t – 1 to t (von der Lippe, 2007). In general, the chain index can be expressed as 
follows:
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in which the bilateral Fisher index (1922) is a geometric mean of the Laspeyres (1871) and 
Paasche (1874) indices, i.e.
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As it was above-mentioned, even chained superlative indices, e.g. the chain Fisher (1922) 
or Törnqvist (1936) index, may suffer from the chain drift problem (Chessa, 2015). One way 
to deal with this problem is to use chain (unweighted) Jevons (1865) index with the following 
linking index formula calculated for − −=1, 1,( )s s s sN card G  products:
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Nevertheless, the use of the chain Jevons index 0,t
ch JP  does not take into account different 

levels of consumption of individual products in the analysed period [0, t].
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A natural question arises about the potential causes of the chain drift effect (not only 
in relation to chain indices). The article verifies our main hypothesis that chain drift bias is 
primarily dependent on the scale of delay in consumer reaction to changes in product prices 
and the direction of correlation between product prices and quantities.

3.1.1. Divisia price index

Let us assume that we observe continuous price and quantity processes of N products on a 
time interval [0, t], where pi(t) and qi(t) denote a price and quantity of i-th product at time 
t respectively. The key element of Francois Divisia’s (1925) approach was to treat time as a 
continuous variable and his price index (0, )DivP t , under some technical assumption (e.g. dif-
ferentiability of the price and quantity functions), can be expressed as follows:

 0

( )
( )

(0, ) exp( )
( )

it i
Div

dp
q

dP t d
V t

τ
τ

τ= τ∫ , (7)

where the value function V(t) can be written as

 1

( ) ( ) ( )
N

i i
i

V t p t q t
=

=∑ . (8)

Although in practice we do not observe prices and quantities continuously over time, 
the Divisia’s formula is regarded as mathematically elegant and theoretically perfect (von der 
Lippe, 2007), in the sense that all index formulas used in practice should approximate it. On 
the bases of theoretical considerations, chain indices are often regarded as being discrete time 
approximations of Divisia’s index. Consequently, it can be expected that the phenomenon of 
chain drift has a similar origin and effect both in the case of chain indices and the Divisia’s 
index. Therefore, before we apply our considerations to chain indexes, let us take a look at 
the following example:

Example 1. Let us consider a group of N = 3 products observed on time interval [0, 1] and 
characterized by the following price and quantity processes:

Figure 1. Comparison of price and quantity processes for three considered products
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i.e. where 1( ) 50 5sin(2 )p t t= − π⋅ , 3 2
2( ) 50p t t t= + − , 3( ) 50 3cos(8 )p t t= − π⋅ , and 1( ) 100 10cos(4 )q t t= + π⋅ 

1( ) 100 10cos(4 )q t t= + π⋅ , 2( ) 100 20sin(2 )q t t= + π⋅ , 3( ) 100 50sin(8 )q t t= + π⋅ . Please note, that the price 
and quantity processes were selected so that after a unit time their level would return to 
the initial value (see Figure 1), i.e. we have: (0) (1) 50i ip p= =  and (0) (1) 100i iq q= =  for any 

{1,2,3}i∈ . Unfortunately, the problem of chain drift occurs because (0,1) 1.089 1DivP = ≠ .

3.1.2. Chain Jevons and chain Fisher price indices

In the “classical” price index theory, the Fisher price index is treated as being ideal since it 
satisfies the factor reversal test and the time reversal test (von der Lippe, 2007). Moreover, 
in the filed the so called economic approach in index theory, superlative indices (e.g. the 
Fisher index) are proved to be the best approximation of the Cost of Living Index (COLI). 
Nevertheless, as it was above-mentioned, even chain superlative Fisher index may lead to 
chain drift bias. As it is commonly known, some countries use the chain Jevons index to 
deal with chain drift problem while using scanner data, however, the Jevons formula does 
not consider changes in consumers’ consumption. Finally, multilateral price indices seem 
to be accurate for scanner data analysis since they are free from chain drift (Chessa, 2015; 
Chessa & Griffioen, 2016) and due to their unweighted or weighted (preferred) form. In this 
section, we hypothesize that chain drift, which may be generated by chain indices, depends 
on the price-quantity correlation and the scale of the delay in consumer reactions to price 
changes. However, this hypothesis requires further research and, above all, a definition of 
the measure of the delay in the response of quantity to price changes. This is the direction of 
further work of the author of the article.

Example 2. Let us consider an artificial scanner data set for N = 10 products sold during 
the time interval: December, 2019 – December, 2021. We will consider two cases for the 
price and quantity processes, i.e. Case 1 (negative price-quantity correlation) and Case 2 
(positive price-quantity correlation). Of course, in practice, Case 1 applies to most products 
in any supermarket. We will assume that product quantities in both cases can be described 
by the following function (sales unit and currency are irrelevant to our considerations):
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and product prices, depending on the case, are described as follows:
                                       Case 1
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where i denotes product number ( ){1,2,...,10}i∈ , t is the number of month ( ){0,1,...,24}t∈  
and d means delay (in months) in consumer reaction to price changes ( ){2,4,6,8}d∈ . Let 
us note that the price and quantity processes are selected so that, regardless of the value of 
the parameter d, their values return to the initial state, i.e. we have (0) (24) 140i ip p= =  and 
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(0) (24) 210i iq q= =  (see Figure 2). Pearson’s linear correlation coefficients determined for the 
price and quantity processes are the same for each product but they depend on d parameter 
value, i.e. for {2,4,6,8}d∈  these correlation coefficients are {–0.956, –0.849, –0.701, –0.522} 
(Case 1) and {0.956, 0.849, 0.701, 0.522} (Case 2) respectively.

In our analysis, a target index is the GEKS formula as being free of chain drift, i.e.

 

1
0, 0, , 1

0

( )
T

t t TF FGEKSP P Pτ τ +

τ=

=∏  (12)

which is based on the superlative Fisher index and is calculated for the full time window [0, 
T] = [0,24]. A comparison of chain Jevons and chain Fisher indices to the GEKS price index, 
performed for the most extreme delay in consumer reaction (d = 8 months) is presented in 
Figure 3.

Of course, regardless of the value of the parameter d, the Jevons chain index and the 
GEKS index revert to one. The Fisher chain index seems to overestimate the target index 
(full-time GEKS) in the case of a negative price-quantity correlation and underestimates the 
target index when the corresponding correlation is positive. The question remains whether 
the difference between chain indices and the target index depends on the scale of the delay 

Figure 2. Price and quantity processes for ten considered products depending on the price-quantity 
correlation and the level of delay in consumer reaction
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in consumer reaction to price changes. The answer to this question is positive, i.e. the mean 
absolute difference between any of chain indices and the GEKS index is an increasing func-
tion of dparameter (see Table 1 and Table 2). In other words, this simple example shows that 
there may be a relation between the scale of consumer reaction lag and the bias of the price 
index due to the chain drift effect.

Figure 3. Comparison of selected chain indices to the GEKS method for Cases 1 and 2 and for d = 8

Table 1. Mean absolute distances between considered chain indices and the target GEKS price index 
(p.p): Case 1

Index: d = 0 d = 2 d = 4 d = 6 d = 8

chain Jevons (without filtering) 0.126 0.319 0.503 0.675 0.879
chain Jevons (with filtering) 0.126 0.665 1.383 2.013 2.406
chain Fisher (without filtering) 0.161 0.632 1.096 1.540 1.945

Table 2. Mean absolute distances between considered chain indices and the target GEKS price index 
(p.p): Case 2

Index: d = 0 d = 2 d = 4 d = 6 d = 8

chain Jevons (without filtering) 2.620 2.799 2.957 3.096 3.319
chain Jevons (with filtering) 2.049 1.966 2.285 2.355 2.300
chain Fisher (without filtering) 0.058 0.825 1.538 2.096 2.503
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Please note, that according to the so-called dynamic approach, Table 1 and Table 2 also 
consider the Jevons chain index calculated after applying the low sales filter on a given data 
set. While using this filter, the dynamic basket is determined using turnover figures of in-
dividual products in two adjacent months, i.e. the product is included in the sample if its 
turnover is above a fixed threshold determined by the number of products in a given product 
group. We consider the following condition for the above mentioned rule, which indicates 
whether the i-th product is taken into consideration in the comparison of months t – 1 and t:
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2

t t
i is s

N

− +
>

l
, (13)

where t
is  denotes expenditure share of i-th product at time t, N is the number of products 

and l is a set real parameter.
At this point, the reader should be provided with the reason why it was assumed in the 

paper that l = 1.25. For this purpose, it should be mentioned that two approaches can be 
considered when constructing the sample of scanner products, i.e. a fixed basket approach 
and a dynamic approach. The fixed basket approach means that the basket is kept constant 
as far as possible in all months during the current year. The above-mentioned dynamic ap-
proach to using scanner data means that the measured prices stem from a continuously 
updated basket and thus this approach retains the most recent universe of items in the basket 
(Eurostat, 2018). In fact, the dominant belief is that the processing of scanner data in the 
dynamic approach should include filtering before the final calculation of price indices. Data 
filters should remove, or at least flag, products with extreme price fluctuations, products fall-
ing off sales, or just insignificant sales. Countries that have implemented a dynamic approach 
usually build a monthly sample in accordance with the procedure recommended by Eurostat, 
which is referred to as low sales filter: ’A low-sales filters out item codes with very low sales, 
or, conversely, ensures that the selected codes represent a sufficiently high proportion of 
turnover (between 50 and 80%)’. The l parameter, which is involved in building the product 
sample selection criterion, is any real and positive number and is constant for all COICOP 
categories and throughout time. In the paper by van der Grient and de Haan (2010), the au-
thors draw the following conclusion: “The threshold (l = 1.25) was chosen such that roughly 
50% of the items in an elementary aggregate will be selected, representing 80–85% of the 
expenditures”. This value of the l parameter was later used in many studies and by many 
authors, including the work of Guerreiro et al. (2018); van Loon and Roels (2018); Białek 
and Beręsewicz (2021). In view of the above-presented recommendations, in this study the 
authors also adopted the value of the l parameter equal to 1.25.

In principle, the Jevons chain index after using the low sale filter should not deviate 
substantially from the weighted multilateral index. However, as the results from Table 1 and 
Table  2 show, that chain indices (including the chain Jevons index) may differ from the 
GEKS index noticeably and this difference may be crucial especially when the price-quantity 
correlation is positive (Case 2) and there is a big delay in consumer reaction on price chang-
es. Our results also show, that in case of positive correlation between prices and quantities 
and no delay or small delay in consumer reaction on price changes, the chain Fisher index 
values are much closer to values of the GEKS index than the chain Jevons index values are 
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(Table 2). Finally, quite surprisingly, our example shows that there are potential situations in 
the supermarket, when a “simple” chain Jevons index used for non-filtered data set, provides 
much better results than the chain Jevons index with data filtering or chain Fisher index 
using expenditure shares as weights (Table 1).

3.2. Splicing as a generator of chain drift

The known and popular multilateral methods include the GEKS method (Gini, 1931; Eltetö 
& Köves, 1964), the Geary-Khamis (GK) method (Geary, 1958; Khamis, 1972), the CCDI 
method (Caves et al., 1982) or the Time Product Dummy Methods (de Haan & Krsinich, 
2018). Recently, in the literature on the subject, there have also been proposed multilateral 
indexes that work on the time window and at the same time meet the identity test. Therefore, 
we may consider the GEKS-L and GEKS-GL indices based on the Laspeyres and geometric 
Laspeyres formulas, respectively, as well as the GEKS-AQU and GEKS-AQI formulas, which 
require quality adjusting (Białek, 2022a).

Unfortunately, adding information from a new month can change the values of quality 
adjustment parameters and it may influence on the corresponding multilateral indices. In the 
paper, we take into consideration four commonly used rolling-window updating methods, 
which shift the estimation window forward in each month and then splice the new indices 
onto the existing time series. We consider the following splicing methods:

3.2.1. The movement splice method

In the case of the movement splice method (de Haan & van der Grient, 2011), the following 
recursive formula can be used:

 
0, 0, 1 1,

,
t t t t

MS MS t T tP P P− −
−= ⋅ , (14)

where P is any multilateral index formula, the subscript makes reference to the used time 
window and the superscript indicates months for which the index is calculated (see van Loon 
& Roels, 2018).

3.2.2. The window splice method

The window splice method proposed by Krsinich (2014) is used to calculate the price index 
for the new month by chaining the indices of the shifted window to the index of T months 
ago. It can be written in the following way:
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3.2.3. The half splice method

The half splice “works” at t0 = (T + 1)/2 if T is an odd integer and at t0 = T/2 if T is an even 
integer (de Haan, 2015). A corresponding recursive formula can be expressed as follows:
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3.2.4. The mean splice method

The mean splice method (Diewert & Fox, 2018) uses the geometric mean of all possible 
choices of splicing, i.e. all months {1, 2, ..., T} which are included in the current window and 
the previous one. The general formula for the mean splice method can be written as:
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As it was shown (Chessa et al., 2017), splicing methods may lead to the substantial chain 
drift bias. The following example shows that the sign of this bias may depend on the sign of 
the price-quantity correlation and its value may depend on the level of delay in consumer 
reactions on price changes.

Example 3. Let us continue the case study presented in Example 2, i.e. with exactly the 
same Case 1 (negative price-quantity correlation) and Case 2 (positive price-quantity corre-
lation). Figure 4 and Figure 5 show a comparison between splice GEKS indices and the full-
window GEKS index for the biggest delay in consumers reaction on price changes (d = 8).  

Figure 4. Comparison of selected splice GEKS indices to the full-window GEKS method  
for Case 1 and for d = 8
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Figure 5. Comparison of selected splice GEKS indices to the full-window GEKS method  
for Case 2 and for d = 8

Table 3. Mean absolute distances between considered splice GEKS indices and the target full window 
GEKS price index (p.p): Case 1

Index: d = 0 d = 2 d = 4 d = 6 d = 8

GEKS movement 0.040 0.166 0.430 0.744 1.094
GEKS window 0.020 0.162 0.403 0.699 1.040
GEKS half 0.017 0.255 0.577 0.929 1.287
GEKS mean 0.019 0.218 0.509 0.840 1.197

Table 4. Mean absolute distances between considered splice GEKS indices and the target full window 
GEKS price index (p.p): Case 2

Index: d = 0 d = 2 d = 4 d = 6 d = 8

GEKS movement 0.023 0.281 0.600 0.974 1.386
GEKS window 0.012 0.205 0.479 0.825 1.229
GEKS half 0.008 0.371 0.815 1.290 1.725
GEKS mean 0.010 0.315 0.691 1.111 1.546
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Table 3 and Table 4 present mean absolute distances between splice GEKS indices and the 
target full-window GEKS price index (p.p) for all considered values of the above-mentioned 
delay (d ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8}). In our study, in the situation with negative price-quantity correla-
tion, splice indices overestimate real price changes, i.e. splicing leads to overestimating 
the target full-window GEKS index (see Figure 4). When the price-quantity correlation is 
positive, splice indices underestimate the target GEKS index and the chain drift bias is even 
bigger in this Case 2 (see Figure 5 and Table 4). It is interesting that the chain drift bias is 
reasonably small when there is no delay in consumers reactions but this bias increases sub-
stantially as the level of delay in consumer response becomes bigger (Table 3 and Table 4).

4. Empirical study and discussion of results

The aim of our empirical study is indicating potential differences between full-time window 
multilateral indices and corresponding splicing methods with respect to the sign of these 
differences and the used index formula. In the study, scanner data from one retail chain 
in Poland were used, i.e. monthly data on ground coffee (subgroup of COICOP 5 group: 
012111), drinking yoghurt (subgroup of COICOP 5 group: 011441) and white sugar (sub-
group of COICOP 5 group: 011811) sold in 212 outlets during the period from December 
2020 to December 2021. Before price index calculations, the database was carefully prepared. 
First, after deleting missing and duplicated data, the sold products were classified first into 
the relevant elementary groups and their subgroups (COICOP 6 level). Product classification 
was done via data_selecting and data_classification functions from the PriceIndices R package 
(Białek, 2021b). The first function required manual preparation of dictionaries of phrases 
and keywords which are able to identify individual product groups. The data_classification 
function, which is based on machine learning techniques, was used for problematic, previ-
ously unclassified products and required manual preparation of learning data sets. This step 
of classification was based on random trees and the XGBoost algorithm (Chen & Guestrin, 
2016). Next, the product matching was carried out based on the available GTIN bar codes, 
internal retailer codes and product labels. To match products over time we run the data_
matching function from the PriceIndices package. All products with two identical codes or 
one of the codes identical and an identical label were automatically matched. Products were 
also matched if they had identical one of the codes and the Jaro-Winkler (1989) distance of 
their labels (descriptions) was smaller than the fixed precision value: 0.02. In the last step 
before calculating indices, two data filters were applied to remove unrepresentative products 
from the data set, i.e. the data_filtering function from the PriceIndices package was applied. 
The extreme price filter (Białek & Beręsewicz, 2021) was used to eliminate items with more 
than three-fold price increase or more than double price drop from period to period. The 
low sale filter (van Loon & Roels, 2018) was run to roll out products with relatively low sales 
(almost 30% of products were removed). The study focuses on two classes of multilateral 
indices (see Appendix): GIDT – multilateral indices which satisfy the identity test (GEKS-
L, GEKS-GL, GEKS-AQU, GEKS-AQI) and c

IDTG – selected multilateral indices which do 
not satisfy identity test and are commonly accepted in the literature (GEKS, CCDI, Geary-
Khamis, TPD). The graphical results for differences between full-time window multilateral 
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indices and corresponding splicing methods are presented in Figures A1–A6 (see Appendix). 
Tables 5–7 summarise these differences with respect to the sign of these differences and 
the used multilateral index formula. To be more precise: Tables 5–7 present mean absolute 
distances between full-window target index and splicing methods (ALL column), and ana-
logical mean semi-distances on the basis of cases when splice indices overestimate (OVER 
column) and underestimate (UNDER column) the target full-time index values. Our main 
conclusions from this study are as follows: overestimating or underestimating the full-time 
index is consistent in the index classes GIDT and c

IDTG , i.e. either all indices from a given 
group strongly overestimate the target index or underestimate it most often. The hypothesis 
that splice indices from class GIDT generate smaller distances than their full-window version 
(lower bias) has not been confirmed. In other words, the identity test does not play an im-
portant role in eliminating the chain drift bias of splice indices. In the group of indices from 
the class GIDT , the smallest chain drift bias of their splicing extensions was generated after 
using the window splice method (2/3 of the cases) or the movement splice method (1/3 of 
the cases). In the group of indices from the class c

IDTG  there was no clear favourite among 
splicing methods: the movement splice method was the best in 1/6 of the cases, the window 
splice method in 2/6 of the cases, the half splice method in 1/6 of the cases and the mean 
splice in 2/6 of the cases. However, considering both index classes, the window splice method 
seems to be the best choice. In turn, the half splice method almost always turned out to be 
the worst (18 cases out of 24 examined cases).

Table 5. Mean absolute distances between considered splice indices and the corresponding target full-
window index for sugar products (p.p)

Index: ALL OVER UNDER Index: ALL OVER UNDER

GEKS movement 0.151 0.011 0.140 GEKS half 0.184 0.079 0.105
GEKS window 0.160 0.051 0.109 GEKS mean 0.152 0.038 0.114
CCDI movement 0.150 0.011 0.139 CCDI half 0.179 0.073 0.106
CCDI window 0.168 0.062 0.106 CCDI mean 0.152 0.041 0.111
TPD movement 0.652 0.013 0.638 TPD half 0.317 0.052 0.265
TPD window 0.331 0.149 0.182 TPD mean 0.290 0.064 0.226
GK movement 0.781 0.011 0.770 GK half 0.355 0.052 0.303
GK window 0.360 0.145 0.215 GK mean 0.343 0.069 0.274
GEKS-L movement 0.346 0.343 0.003 GEKS-L half 0.380 0.377 0.003
GEKS-L window 0.167 0.149 0.018 GEKS-L mean 0.243 0.233 0.010
GEKS-GL movement 0.233 0.219 0.014 GEKS-GL half 0.281 0.277 0.004
GEKS-GL window 0.117 0.102 0.015 GEKS-GL mean 0.161 0.151 0.010
GEKS-AQI movement 0.264 0.257 0.007 GEKS-AQI half 0.412 0.409 0.03
GEKS-AQI window 0.174 0.136 0.038 GEKS-AQI mean 0.235 0.227 0.008
GEKS-AQU movement 0.333 0.309 0.024 GEKS-AQU half 0.378 0.372 0.006
GEKS-AQU window 0.166 0.143 0.023 GEKS-AQU mean 0.237 0.220 0.017
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Table 6. Mean absolute distances between considered splice indices and the corresponding target full-
window index for joghurt products (p.p)

Index: ALL OVER UNDER Index: ALL OVER UNDER

GEKS movement 0.698 0.084 0.614 GEKS half 0.942 0.076 0.866
GEKS window 0.522 0.104 0.418 GEKS mean 0.767 0.076 0.691
CCDI movement 0.654 0.084 0.570 CCDI half 0.917 0.074 0.843
CCDI window 0.521 0.118 0.403 CCDI mean 0.747 0.079 0.668
TPD movement 1.227 0.013 1.214 TPD half 0.741 0.013 0.728
TPD window 0.849 0.013 0.836 TPD mean 0.864 0.013 0.851
GK movement 1.203 0.012 1.191 GK half 0.716 0.012 0.704
GK window 0.822 0.012 0.810 GK mean 0.840 0.012 0.827
GEKS-L movement 0.540 0.059 0.481 GEKS-L half 0.922 0.040 0.882
GEKS-L window 0.636 0.054 0.581 GEKS-L mean 0.801 0.050 0.751
GEKS-GL movement 0.540 0.059 0.469 GEKS-GL half 0.941 0.061 0.880
GEKS-GL window 0.615 0.082 0.533 GEKS-GL mean 0.798 0.071 0.727
GEKS-AQI movement 0.502 0.070 0.432 GEKS-AQI mean 0.785 0.052 0.733
GEKS-AQI window 0.641 0.052 0.589 GEKS-AQI half 0.906 0.042 0.864
GEKS-AQU movement 0.502 0.080 0.422 GEKS-AQU half 0.848 0.047 0.801
GEKS-AQU window 0.571 0.074 0.498 GEKS-AQU mean 0.743 0.059 0.684

Table 7. Mean absolute distances between considered splice indices and the corresponding target full-
window index for coffee products (p.p)

Index: ALL OVER UNDER Index: ALL OVER UNDER

GEKS movement 0.706 0.704 0.002 GEKS half 0.976 0.974 0.002
GEKS window 0.548 0.527 0.021 GEKS mean 0.813 0.811 0.002
CCDI movement 0.774 0.770 0.004 CCDI half 1.011 1.007 0.004
CCDI window 0.649 0.639 0.010 CCDI mean 0.894 0.890 0.004
TPD movement 0.338 0.225 0.113 TPD half 0.517 0.411 0.106
TPD window 0.421 0.369 0.052 TPD mean 0.324 0.267 0.057
GK movement 0.394 0.296 0.098 GK half 0.607 0.525 0.082
GK window 0.485 0.433 0.052 GK mean 0.416 0.364 0.052
GEKS-L movement 0.983 0.972 0.011 GEKS-L half 1.378 1.367 0.011
GEKS-L window 0.861 0.731 0.130 GEKS-L mean 1.120 1.109 0.011
GEKS-GL movement 1.073 1.067 0.006 GEKS-GL half 1.323 1.317 0.006
GEKS-GL window 0.848 0.733 0.115 GEKS-GL mean 1.119 1.113 0.006
GEKS-AQI movement 1.601 1.589 0.012 GEKS-AQI half 1.263 1.212 0.051
GEKS-AQI window 1.452 0.868 0.584 GEKS-AQI mean 1.102 1.054 0.048
GEKS-AQU movement 1.000 0.990 0.010 GEKS-AQU half 1.405 1.395 0.010
GEKS-AQU window 0.836 0.739 0.097 GEKS-AQU mean 1.157 1.147 0.010
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Conclusions and future works

In the case of scanner data, which is characterized by a big product churn and a high percent-
age of seasonal products, the use of classical bilateral indices would be burdened with too 
much measurement bias. In turn, chain indices that take into account all months in the ana-
lysed time window generate a chain drift effect. It therefore seems that multilateral indexes 
that take into account the entire time window and are also free from chain drift, are the ideal 
choice for scanner data. But even in the case of multilateral indices, when there is a need to 
use their so-called extensions (e.g. splice methods), the problem of chain drift returns.

This work explores the nature of chain drift, although it should be treated rather in terms 
of preliminary study. Our examples 1–3 allow us to hypothesize that the conditions for the 
formation of the chain drift effect are the same for chain indices and multilateral extensions. 
Numerical examples supported by simulations of the level of delay in consumer reaction 
to price changes indicate that perhaps the scale of chain drift can be explained through the 
prism of this delay. Moreover, it also appears that the direction of the correlation between 
prices and quantities may also influence the sign of the index bias due to chain drift. In 
our simple numerical studies (Examples 2–3) we found that the chain drift bias increases 
substantially as the level of delay in consumer response on price changes becomes bigger. 
Moreover, the chain and splice indices overestimated the target full-window GEKS index in 
the situation with negative price-quantity correlations and they underestimated the same 
target price index when price-quantity correlations were positive. So perhaps the chain drift 
effect also depends on the direction and strength of the relationship between prices and 
quantities. However, both hypotheses require further research and, above all, a definition of 
the measure of the delay in the response of quantity to price changes.

Finally, in the conducted empirical study, we decided to investigate the scale of a pos-
sible overestimation or underestimation of the full-window multilateral index depending 
on the choice of the splicing method. We were disappointed to find that the identity test 
does not play an important role in eliminating the chain drift bias of splice indices. Taking 
into account all 24 examined empirical cases (see Tables 5–7) we conclude that the window 
splice method is the best choice and, in turn, the half splice method almost always leads to 
the worst results (in terms of the size of the chain drift bias). Please note that we restrict our 
conclusions only to the splicing methods included in the study (i.e. the movement splice, 
window splice, half splice and mean splice method). Similar research, which would also cover 
modifications of these methods based on published indexes (WISP or HASP), is one of the 
author’s future research goals.
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APPENDIX 

Figures concerning the Empirical Study

Figure A1. Comparison of c
IDTG  indices (splicing methods vs full time indices) for sugar products
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Figure A2. Comparison of GIDT indices (splicing methods vs full time indices) for sugar products
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Figure A3. Comparison of c
IDTG  indices (splicing methods vs full time indices) for joghurt products
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Figure A4. Comparison of GIDT indices (splicing methods vs full time indices) for joghurt products
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Figure A5. Comparison of c
IDTG  indices (splicing methods vs full time indices) for coffee products
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Figure A6. Comparison of GIDT indices (splicing methods vs full time indices) for coffee products


